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QUESTION 1

An administrator configures wired access control for Aruba Remote APs (RAPs) located in the company\\'s branch
offices with these specifications: 

Some RAP Ethernet ports are set up as trunk ports. 

The RAP Ethernet ports are connected to a user\\'s phone, and the data port on the phone is connected to the user\\'s
PC. 

-The phone traffic is tagged and the PC traffic is untagged on these trunk ports. 

The administrator defines the Ethernet port as untrusted, but the phone VLAN as trusted 

The administrator defines a global AAA profile and an AAA profile for the phone traffic on the tagged 

VLAN. 

How do the RAPs process the phone traffic? 

A. Apply the AAA profile to the phone traffic 

B. Allow all the phone traffic 

C. Apply the global profile to the phone traffic 

D. Drop all the phone traffic 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

ip access-list session anewone 

user network 10.1.1.0 255.255.255.0 any permit 

user any any permit 

host 10.1.1.1 host 10.2.2.2 any deny 

A user sends a frame with the following attributes: 

Source IP: 10.1.1.1 Destination IP: 10.2.2.2 Destination Port: 25 

Based on the above Mobility Controller configuration file segment, what will this policy do with the user 

frame? 

A. The frame is discarded because of the implicit deny all at the end of the policy. 

B. The frame is discarded because of the statement:user host 10.1.1.1 host 10.2.2.2 deny. 

C. The frame is accepted because of the statement:user any any permit. 
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D. The frame is accepted because of the statement:user network 10.1.1.0 255.255.255.0 any permit. 

E. This is not a valid policy. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the first role a user is given when a user associates to an open WLAN? 

A. the guest post authentication role 

B. the initial role in the captive portal profile 

C. the role in the server group profile 

D. the initial role in the AAA profile 

E. The initial role in the 802.1x profile 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A 3200 controller has 32 PEF-NG license, 16 RFProtect license and 32 AP licenses, how many AP\\'s can terminate on
the controller? 

A. 32 Campus APs 

B. 32 Campus and 32 Remote APs 

C. 16 Campus APs 

D. 16 Remote APs 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator receives a new Aruba Mobility Controller at its factory default configuration. The administrator
accesses the console of the controller and answers the questions in the initial setup script. The administrator then logs
into the controller through a web browser and runs the controller wizard to complete the initial setup of the controller. 

Which action can only be performed through the CLI? 

A. Set the date and time. 

B. Disable controller interfaces 

C. Add AP licenses 
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D. identify the controller switch mode. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

A Remote AP provisioned in "Split-Tunnel" Forwarding mode has which of the following characteristics? 

A. Local traffic first goes to the controller and is then spilt back to the local network. 

B. User Traffic is CPSec encrypted before it is sent to the controller. 

C. The user role must have a "Permit" statement in order to locally bridge the traffic. 

D. The user role must have a "permit dst-nat" statement to locally bridge the traffic. 

E. The RAP uses UDP 4500 to send traffic to the controller. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following will occur if a master license server fails with no standby server present? (Choose two) 

A. Local controllers licenses will continue to be valid for 30 days 

B. Local controllers will immediately remove all installed licenses 

C. No licenses will be sent to any new controllers that come online 

D. All licenses go back into the pool for redistribution 

E. A Local Controller elects itself master license server 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 8

An administrator sets up a master-local topology. The administrator disables control plane security (CPSec) on all of the
controllers and then configures the master and local controllers. Which protocol will be used between these controllers
to tunnel management traffic once the inter-controller configuration has been completed? 

A. HTTPS 

B. GRE 

C. IPSec 

D. SSH 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 9

What are the different methods of configuring AP redundancy between 2 local controllers? 

A. Active-Active VRRP 

B. Configure the locals as remote nodes 

C. Use named VLANS 

D. LMS and Backup LMS IP 

E. AP Redundancy can only be configured between a Master and Local 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 10

Where in the network can Aruba controllers be deployed? 

A. access 

B. distribution 

C. core 

D. all of the above 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

A Master switch can serve as an AP backup for a local switch. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

A port on a controller has been configured as untrusted. No wired access AAA profile or Global AAA profile is
configured. When a user connects to that port which of the following statements is true? 

A. Since there is no wired access AAA profile, only port policies will be applied 

B. The user will fall into the default wired access AAA profile and will be given the initial role. 
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C. Since there is no wired access AAA profile or Global AAA profile the user will be given the logon role. 

D. When configuring the port as untrusted, an error message of "no wired access AAA profile exists" Therefore this is an
invalid configuration. 

E. the user is denied all access automatically because no wired access AAA or Global AAA profile is assigned. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

How are aliases used? 

A. to assign rules to policies 

B. to assign policies to roles 

C. to tie IP addresses to ports 

D. to make rule configuration more scalable. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

A Remote AP provisioned in "Split-Tunnel" Forwarding mode has which characteristic? 

A. Local traffic first goes to the controller and is then spilt back to the local network. 

B. Traffic is IPSec encrypted before it is sent to the controller. 

C. The user role must have a "Permit" statement in order to locally bridge the traffic. 

D. The user role must have a "route dst-nat" statement to locally bridge the traffic. 

E. The RAP uses PAPI to send data traffic to the controller. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

What can an AM do that an AP cannot do? 

A. Detect rogue APs 

B. Detect an AP failure 

C. Scans all channels in under 1 minute 

D. Detect interfering APs 
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E. Scan all valid channels 

Correct Answer: C 
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